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Revolutionary salutations toMariusMason and all long term
anarchist prisoners being held captive by the state, and to all
anarchists around the world.

My name is Michael Kimble and I am a long term anarchist
prisoner in the state of Alabama. I’ve been imprisoned for
thirty-one years and throughout my imprisonment I’ve been
engaged in the fight against authority and domination, and
the how-to end this miserable existence.

Throughout this fight I’ve come to the conclusion that there
is no clear cut way to bring this nightmare to an end and to sus-
tain our movements, and projects except through building rela-
tionships involving everyday life. Building relationships builds
trust, loyalty, understanding and cohesion. Cohesion is what is
going to sustain us, our movements, projects and comrades be-
hind the walls.

We only have to project the principles of anarchism such as
mutual aid, cooperation, a healthy dose of hatred for all forms
of oppression, domination, authority and capital. Relationships
based on a shared vision of struggle, but also accompanying all



the above can be subversive. It’s simple, but difficult to practice
due to our socialization into what we have now.

We, long term prisoners can do nothing other than fight back
and survive. But to survive in a healthyway, we need ourmove-
ments strong and healthy. And I think that we are on that road.
The road to creation cohesion – community.

Shout out to all those around the world who have written to
me, sent cards, commissary funds, shoes and most importantly
making me part of your lives.

Smash The State!
Fire To The Prisons!
A Luta Continua!
Tuta Shinde Mbili Shaka
(together we can win without doubt)
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